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1.1 - The ContnaAtive Analmii Hypothziii

In almost every study of adult foreirn languajje learning one of

the researcher's central questions is related to the extent to whiçh

the learner's native language influencos his interlanguage. Some

authors have claimed that errors in foreign language learning can be

nredicted by means of a comnarison between the source language and

the tarpet language hecause wherever there are similarities between

the two languages, learning is facilitated and wherever there are

contrasts, learning is retarded. Lado (1957. p. vii) argued that

we can pnedict and deicnibe the pattenm that

will cauie diüicult" in leanning, and thoie

that will not cauie diüicultij, by companing

iiitematically the languane and cuttuxe to be

leanned with the native language and cultune

oi the itudent.

But it was Fries who, as early as 1945, first stated that

the mat eüicient mateniali ane thoie that

ane baied upon a icientiiic deicniption oi

the language to be leanned, caneiullti companed

with a panallel deicniption oi the native

language oi the leannen. (p. 9).

The above statements represent the basic assumptions of the

Contrastive Analysis Hynothesis which, according to Wardaugh (1975)

may be stated in two versions, a strong version and a weak one.

One of the main differences between the two is that the first is
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predictive whereas the second is explanatory. The same author pointed

out that the weak version "does not reqnire what the strong vcrsion

requires, the nrediction of those difficulties and, conversely, of

those learning ooints which do not create any difficulties at ali"

because "it starts with the evidence provided by linpuistic

interference and uses such evidence to explain the similarities and

differences between systems," (op. 14-15).

The pedagoçical value of contrastive analysis was very clearly

stated by Politzer (1972: p. 90). According to him

the intenie.nence in penionmance in L„ which

can be aaociated with competer.ee in L. can

be countenacted by exenciiei which ane ipecially

dciigned to neduce the iniluence oi competence

oi L. on pexionmance in L„.

He also argued that

in pnactical expenience, the uie oi contnaitive

analyiii ii likely to be explanatony nathen than

pnedictive - and the ultimate pedagogical

uieiulnea oi contnaitive analyiii dependi on
the eiiiciencij oi the pedaqoqical aaumptiom to

which it leadA. (p. 91).

Everything that has heen said so far about the Contrastive

Analysis Hypothesis leads us to the conclusion that one of its aims

is to prevent learners from making erros, i.e.. they should be

stimulated to nroduce only correct utterances.

1.2 - The Ennon Analyiii Hijpotheiii

Some authors have not accepted the idea that ali errors in

foreign language learning should be attributed to interference from
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the learner's mother tongue. They believe that a variety "of factors

is responsible for errors in foreign language learning. Corder (1977:

p. 169) pointed out that

it ii a genenallti aaneed obienvation that many -

but not neceaanily ali - the idioAtjncnatic

AentenceA oi a iecond language leannen bean iome.

iont oi negulan neiation to the ientencei oi hii

mothen tongue.

It has also been arpued that interference is not accounted for

only in terns of differences between native and foreign languages

for similarity in languape structures can also cause errors on the

nart of the foreign language learner. An example of this phenomenon

is the con.fusion between the infinitive and the past narticiple

among Brazilian students, though these forms are exactly parallel in

Finglish and Portupuese. This nrohlem occurs when the learner produces

the verh form 'had fali' instead of 'had fallen'.

Because of ali these problems the strong version of the

Contrastive Analysis Hypothesis has been rejected by many authors

(Wardauph, Richards, Corder, Dulay and Burt). Its weak version,

however. has been accepted to explain the errors after they have

been made.

One of the assumntions of the Error Analysis Hypothesis is

that the elimination of ali errors in foreign languape learning

seems to be impossible. The literature on modern language teaching

suggests that errors are to be reparded as evidence of the learner's

strategies of learning. This view is based on Chomsky's mentalist

theory of language acquisition. According to it children learning

their mother tongue do not simply imitate what they hear from

adults; they produce utterances which they have never heard before

usinp rules they have internalized by being exposed to language
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produced by native speakers. They are said to use language

creat ively.

Dulay and Burt (1977: p. 97) defined crcativity in language

acquisition as

the pnocea by which (e.annem gnaduatln

neconitnuct xuCei ion ipeech they hean,guided

by innate mechaniimi which cauie them to

^oxmulate centain typei oi hypotheiei about

the language iifitem being acquined, until the

miAmatch between what they ane expoied to and

what they pxoduce ii nciolved.

An example of this creativity is the use of the forms 'breaked' and

'brang' by children learning English as their mother tongue.

The production of forms such as the ones above shows us that

many of the rules the child formulates are incorrect or incomplete

and therefore their application results in errors in the child's

sneech. The making of errors should then be considered as an

inevitable and necessary componcnt in language acquisition. They are

evidence that language learning is a hypothesis-forming activity and

according to Wilkins (1975: p. 170), they provide "the only means

that the child has of findinp out the limits to the domain of the

rules that he is formulating."

The mentalist theory of language acquisition can be annlied to

foreign language learning because many recent studies dealinp with

this subject, especially those by Corder, Richards and Dulay and

Burt, have shown that many errors made by foreign language learners

are very similar to those which can be found in the performance data

of children learning their mother tongue. This means that at least

some of the strategies used by foreign language learners are the

same as those used in native language acquisition.

Richards (1977: p. 174) pointed out that there are errors which
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"illustrate the learner attempting to build up hypothesis about the

English language from his limited exnerience of it in the classroom

or textbook." F.rrors of this kind have received different labels.as

for example, intralingual and developmental errors and errors of

overgeneralization. Furthermore they can be found in the

interlanguage of speakers of different mother tongues and therefore

cannot be accounted for by means of contrastive analysis.

Very often however the division between errors traceable to L.

interference and those that are independent of L. interference is'

not invariably clearcut. Jain (1977: p. 190) believes that the

nhenomenon of errors caused by the cross-association of both L. and

L- also seems to exist. Pommergues and Lane (1976: p. 113) also

argued that "it is a mistake to believe, as the literature on L,

acquisition seems to imply, that errors are either of one kind or

the other" because "most of the errors students make in L» reflect

the two sources, interference and analogy, working together." An

example of this type of error is the form 'Portugueses', produced

by Brazilian learners. Since in both English and Portuguese, the

general rule for the formation of the plural of nouns is the same,

i.e., the addition of the morpheme '-s* to the singular form, this

error may be attributed to one source or the other, or even to both,

acting together.

The types of errors discussed so far demonstrate the learner's

use of unconscious learning stratepies in his attempts to produce

utterances in the target language. It has been argued that errors

attributed to interference from source and target languages are

usually produced without the learner being aware of the problem.But

not ali the strategies employed by the foreign language learner are

unconscious. Tarone (1977: p. 195) pointed out that "conscious

communication strategies are used by an individual to overcome the

crisis which occurs when languape structures are inadequate to convey
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the individual's thought." Selinker (1977: p. 39) commented that

"strategies for handling TL linguistic material evolve whenever

the learner realizes, either consciously or subconsciously, that he

has no linguistic competence with regard to some aspect of the TL."

There is a difference, then, between unconscious learning strategies

and conscious communication strategies. The former are related to

errors due to interference from the source language as well as to

errors due to interference from the target language; the latter are

related to errors learners make when they are conscious of their

lack of knowledge of the target language item or structure.

This author believes that there are at least three different

typcs of errors which can be accounted for in terms of conscious

communication strategies.The first is the omission of a content

word, which is called by Tarone (1977: p. 198) topic avoidance,and

"occurs when the learner simply does not talk about concepts for

which the vocabulary is not known." The second is conicioui -t-tan^e-t

and occurs when "the learner simply uses the NL term without

bothering to translate." The third is panaphnaie which is defined

as "the rewording of the message in an alternate, acceptable target

language construction, in situations where the appropriate form or

construction is not known or not yet stable."

Finally, it seems that errors in foreign language learning can

also be unsystematic and nonrecurrent and cannot be attributed to

any of the causes mentioned before. Duskowã (1969: p. 15) pointed

out that those errors "defied ali attempts at classification, being

unique in character, nonrccurrent and not readily traceable to their

sources." Therefore they are of no particular significance to the

language teacher.

1.3 - Concluiion
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As Corder (1977: p. 25) pointed out the learner's errors are

important because of three main reasons. First, they tell the teacher

what the learner has already learned. Second, they tell the

researcher what processes the learner employs when he attempts to

learn a foreing language. Third, they cannot be avoided because they

constitute a necessary stage in the process of language learning,both

the native and the foreign.
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